Effect of sinoaortic denervation on arterial pressure changes evoked by bed nucleus stimulation.
To assess whether evoked changes in arterial pressure after stimulation of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST) are opposed by baroreceptor input to the central nervous system, the rostral BST of sinoaortic-denervated (SAD), urethane- (1.3 g/kg) anesthetized, male Sprague-Dawley rats was probed for cardiovascular reactive sites. Electrical stimuli (50 microA, 50 Hz), delivered through stereotaxically placed glass semimicroelectrodes, were directed to the rostral medial BST. Sham-operated animals served as controls. Stimulation sites were correlated with cytoarchitecturally distinct areas within the rostral BST, and changes in mean arterial pressure (MAP) were subjected to statistical analysis. Consistent with our previous observations, stimulation of the rostral BST produced changes (p < 0.05) in MAP in both sham-operated and SAD rats. Medial stimulation produced pressor responses; lateral stimulation produced depressor responses. In contrast, neither the magnitude nor the duration of the stimulation-evoked changes in MAP were affected by SAD. Thus, in the urethane-anesthetized rat, the rostral medial BST influence on cardiovascular function is not affected by changes in baroreceptor activity.